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Moderator Lesley B. Thomson: Good afternoon. My name is Lesley Thomson, and I am the moderator for today’s session
on “Committee for Life Insurance Financial Reporting (CLIFR) Topics.” My term as chairperson of CLIFR has now
ended (Simon Curtis is taking over), and I would like to say thank you to everyone who has supported me over the
past few years. I have truly enjoyed my time with CLIFR. It has been a lot of work, but very interesting and rewarding
– if occasionally thankless! On the whole, it has been a very positive experience.

There are three topics on the agenda for this morning, plus I will start with a brief, general update on CLIFR matters
just to keep you informed about what we have been up to. Then, I will discuss the recent exposure draft of the Standards
of Practice for the Valuation of Policy Liabilities of Life Insurers.

Wendy Harrison, who kindly agreed to step in for Doug Tozer, will tell us about some work she has been heading up
on developing guidelines for the choice of expected mortality assumptions. It is one of the areas that we feel needs
expansion from the standard of practice. We are going to try and develop an educational note, and one of the aspects
of that is the preferred underwriting issue that came up last year.

Finally, Jacques Tremblay, who is taking over as vice-chairperson of CLIFR, will then give us an update on the work
in progress to develop guidance for the valuation of equity-linked contracts, and provide an opportunity for input from
the membership. Please don’t be shy.

Okay, let us start with some general CLIFR stuff. We had a very productive meeting yesterday; one of the main topics
of which was the valuation of investment performance guarantees on segregated (seg) funds. As you know, last year, the
CIA formed the Task Force on Segregated Funds, which delivered an interim draft report dated May 1, 2000. It was
a ton of work done in a very short time. The task force deserves to be congratulated. That report contains recommen-
dations about the valuation of seg fund guarantees using stochastic techniques, and about capital requirements for seg
fund guarantees. Tomorrow morning, Simon Curtis is moderating a session devoted to the task force report. I know I
am going to be there!

For obvious reasons, much of the industry interest has focused on the capital recommendations, but CLIFR’s main
concern is the valuation portion. For the past two years, we have recommended a deterministic scenario technique in
our fall letter. We knew this was a stopgap measure, and one of the mandates of the task force was to help us replace
the deterministic scenario technique with something more robust.

They have done that, but now CLIFR, working with the task force, has to turn that work into standards of practice.
That takes a while, and so we also have to decide what to do for 2000 year-end and what to put in the fall letter.
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We decided that we had a strong desire to endorse the work of the task force, and to encourage actuaries to implement
the stochastic modelling techniques that are in the task force report this year-end. However, we do recognize that this
is new and we would like to propose an alternative method that would be acceptable this year-end. However, the
alternative method would not be the deterministic scenario technique.

We agreed to accept the task force recommendation that the deterministic scenario technique is fundamentally flawed and
should be thrown out. The alternative will be a factor-based approach similar to that in the task force report for capital
requirements, with a slightly lower set of factors. The task force agreed to help us come up with a reasonable set of factors
for this year-end. Another slight difference from last year is that the factor approach technique would not be a minimum
reserve. It would be an equation of liabilities.

Denise Lang heads up the subgroup that recently produced a draft educational note on the Valuation of Group Life and
Health Liabilities. The draft has been available on the CIA website for a while now – in English, anyway. We apologize
for the delay in getting the French version out. Denise Lang and Josephine Robinson are running a workshop tomorrow
afternoon on the draft. They will be looking for feedback from you. They hope to collect comments, incorporate them
into the draft, and produce a final educational note sometime this summer – in plenty of time to be helpful for this year-
end. The feedback from many people has already been incorporated, but we would like as much help as possible.

The Insurance Steering Committee of the International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) published its tentative
views in an issues paper late last year. The deadline for comments was May 31, 2000, and there has been an enormous
amount of effort in the international actuarial community to develop responses. The submission of the International
Actuarial Association (IAA) was particularly extensive, detailed, and well thought out. The amount of e-mail was even
more than that generated by peer review!

Canada made a unique contribution to the effort with a joint submission by the CIA, the Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants (CICA), the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI), the Canadian Life and Health
Insurance Association (CLHIA), and the Insurance Bureau of Canada (IBC). The fact that actuaries, accountants,
regulators, and industry can all work together may come as a surprise to many, but it is an example that is worth setting.
There was a cover letter signed by all, with an appendix for each organization’s more detailed comments.

CLIFR provided input to the CIA’s portion. The Canadian asset/liability method (CALM) is quite similar to the IASC’s
tentative approach, particularly if modified by the comments of the IAA. The biggest difference is that the IASC approach
does not make any provision in the liabilities for C-3 risk.

Now, I will turn to the new exposure draft of the Consolidated Standards of Practice for the Valuation of Policy Liabilities
of Life Insurers. That has always been a mouthful, and so we used to shorten it to the “Life CSOP.” However, we are
not going to do that any more. The Committee on Consolidated Standards of Practice (CSOP), which is working on
the overall CSOP document, asked us to remove the word “Consolidated” from our stand-alone life standards to avoid
confusion. We agreed, and so the exposure draft is just the “Standards of Practice for the Valuation of Policy Liabilities
of Life Insurers.” I guess we will have to shorten it to the “Life SOP.”

The Committee on Consolidated Standards of Practice plans to distribute the chapter of the overall CSOP document that
includes life valuation standards soon. Their intention is to retain the content of CLIFR’s exposure draft, making only
organization and style changes necessary to integrate the material into the overall CSOP document. They are also
combining the life standards with the P&C standards, and so the chapter will be called “Insurer Practice-Specific
Standards.” When you see this stuff again as part of the CSOP, it may look different, and it will be a discussion draft
again, but the content should be preserved. CLIFR will be carefully reviewing it before you see it in order to make sure
that the inevitable differences are kept to a minimum and are clearly identified.

Now, let us move on to the exposure draft itself. The exposure draft is very similar to the June 1999 discussion draft,
which was the third discussion draft of this document. The main changes from the June 1999 draft are as follows:
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Canadian Asset/Liability Method
 The name of the valuation method, the “general method of valuation,” has been changed to the “Canadian asset/liability
method,” or the “CALM.” We had a number of comments over the years that the “general method of valuation” just
didn’t have the right “feel.” We wanted something with the word “Canadian” in it, and something that reflected the
essential involvement of asset and liability cash flows.

The Canadian asset/liability method beat out the Canadian liability/asset method mainly because “CALM” is a better
acronym than “CLAM.” When I asked for suggestions from the membership, some creative actuaries came out of the
woodwork. The “who wants to be a Canadian appointed actuary?” method, the “2001 Canadian odyssey” method, and
one with the acronym “CCRAP” were among the more interesting proposals.

Term of the Liability
Section 4.8, “Term of the Liability,” has been rewritten once again to clarify the concepts and examples. This continues
to be the trickiest, not to mention most controversial, section of the standards. The only substantive change we have made
is to restrict the circumstances under which a short term of the liability (e.g., for annuities) might be extended to those
situations where the insurer has made a material guarantee.

So, for example, for a three-year single premium deferred annuity (SPDA) with no guarantees on renewal credited rates,
you would not extend the term of the liability beyond three years merely because there is a risk that the insurer will
price the renewal at a loss. That is a risk, but it is not considered a liability of the insurer’s in-force business. It is a future
obligation, not an existing one. However, if the insurer has guaranteed that the credited rate at renewal will be at least
5%, say, then the insurer does have an existing obligation, and should extend the term of the liability to test whether
that obligation increases the liability. If it does increase the liability, the term of the liability should be extended to
incorporate the impact of the guarantee.

Experience Rating Refund Liability
The term of the liability for experience rating refunds has been changed to be the same as the term of the corresponding
future claim liability. This change came about when we were drafting the educational note on the Valuation of Group
Life and Health Liabilities. We found that it was simpler, more consistent with current practices, and more consistent
with the rest of the standards. It is an improvement any way you look at it.

Earlier drafts said that the term of the experience rating refund (ERR) liability expires at the policyholder’s next
opportunity to demand payment. In the new version, we took care of the added risk by cautioning the actuary to consider
any potential antiselection if the policyholder can demand payment of the ERR prior to renewal.

Materiality
Section 4.11, “Materiality,” has been expanded to provide more guidance. It is still not as definitive as some would like,
in that it doesn’t give quantitative material levels. In fact, it now clearly states that materiality is a matter of professional
judgment and there are no quantitative measures that provide a “safe harbour” to relieve the professional of responsibility
for the exercise of that judgment.

We have also added a concept that is intuitively true, but, nonetheless, needed saying. As the attainable degree of
precision in measuring the item decreases, the amount of deviation that is considered material increases. For example,
it is appropriate to apply a more rigorous level of materiality to calculation and data errors than it is to the choice of
valuation basis or the use of approximations. Similarly, when considering the use of approximations in the valuation,
materiality should be judged in light of the feasibility of performing more precise calculations. The more feasible the more
precise alternative, the more rigorous the materiality level should be.
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Stochastic Methods
Section 6.4.7, “Stochastic Methods,” has been added to deal with certain product features that do not readily lend
themselves to valuation under the Canadian asset/liability method as described. One example is investment performance
guarantees on segregated funds. Another example is certain types of stop-loss coverages.

When should the actuary be concerned? It is when the distribution of costs is highly skewed compared to the distribution
of the underlying valuation assumption. For most obligations, the expected value of the cost or obligation is reasonably
close to the cost, assuming the expected value of the underlying contingency. To put it another way, if you choose the
expected value of the assumption, add a margin for adverse deviations (MfAD), and calculate the cost of the obligation.
Assuming that the MfADded assumption comes true, you will have a reasonably conservative value of the liability.

But that method doesn’t always work. Consider an obligation to pay nothing unless mortality exceeds 120% of the CIA
1986-1992 Mortality Table in a year. Let us say that the expected mortality is 90% of the CIA 1986-1992 Mortality Table,
and you add a margin for adverse deviations to bring it up to, say, 100% of the table. The cost of the obligation under
that mortality assumption is nil. Is that a reasonable liability? No, it is not.

Now, the new section doesn’t tell you exactly what to do in such a situation. It basically says that you should use your
good judgment to ensure that the objective of the valuation is satisfied. Don’t just blindly apply a method that you know
would give you an inappropriate result. As I mentioned earlier, we are working on providing more definitive guidance
for valuing segregated fund investment guarantees, which is the “hottest” of these special situations.

MfADs on Termination Rates
The standard range of margins for adverse deviations on termination rates has been changed to 5% to 20% from 2.5%
to 10%. This was in response to comments from the membership and a series of discussions with group practitioners.
The 5% to 20% range is considered to be more consistent with the MfAD ranges for other assumptions and more
consistent with what companies are actually using.

There was some concern that, combined with a 5% to 20% MfAD on incidence rates, this might produce excessive
provision for adverse deviations (PfAD) on individual disability coverages. As a result, we added a paragraph to the
section on margins for adverse deviations that says, “Where it is reasonable to expect that changes in one assumption
would be correlated with changes in other assumptions, the actuary should take care to ensure that the overall PfAD
resulting from the combined application of MfADs is appropriate.” So, for example, if high incidence rates tend to be
correlated with high termination rates, it might be excessive to apply a high margin MfAD to increase incidence rates
and a high margin MfAD to decrease termination rates.

Income Taxes
Section 7.2.8, “Income Taxes,” has been rewritten to be a bit clearer and to be consistent with the revisions to Section
3465 of the CICA Handbook. The substance has not changed.

Equity Return Assumption

The section on equity return assumptions was new to the June 99 discussion draft and so attracted more membership
commentary than other sections. The main criticism was that the draft allows too much flexibility in choosing expected
equity returns, and, in particular, too much flexibility to choose high expected equity returns. Suggestions included tying
the equity returns to long bond returns (e.g., assume a 2% higher return) and prescribing equity returns be no higher
than the VTP 3 ultimate rate of 5%.
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CLIFR deliberated on this issue, and we decided not to prescribe expected equity returns for now, but to revisit the issue
in light of results of the annual valuation survey. If the survey results indicate that the range of choice of assumption
is unacceptably wide, then CLIFR will reconsider the need to be more prescriptive.

Equity returns are an obvious candidate for prescription. There is no reason for one actuary to assume the Toronto Stock
Exchange (TSE) will rise by 8% per year while another assumes it will rise by 11%. However, we are loath to prescribe
unless we have to do so, and, admittedly, we are concerned about delaying the adoption of standards even longer. Even
if we all agree that equity returns should be prescribed, you know that we will not all agree on what equity returns should
be prescribed!

One thing we did change in response to the membership comments was to make the MfADs on equity return assumptions
a bit more severe. The MfAD for capital appreciation has been set at 20%, rather than a range of 5% to 20%. Basically,
this is always a high margin situation. Also, the standard range for the drop in the value of investments has been changed
from 10% to 40% to become 25% to 40%.

That about covers the changes made from the last discussion draft. There were lots of other wording changes, and, in
particular, we tried to ensure that the new VTP 11 is covered, but there was nothing major.

Now, the question that everyone has been asking me is, “When will this be in force as a standard of practice?” I wish
I could answer that. If it were up to CLIFR, it would be in force for the 2000 year-end. In our view, the membership
has had plenty of notice already. The first discussion draft came out almost five years ago, and we have been discussing
it ever since then. I, alone, have given 10 presentations about the new standards at CIA meetings.

The exposure draft is not materially different from the discussion draft that has been out there for a year, and, in fact,
is not much different in substance from the current standards. Actuaries have been using the guidance as a supplement
to current standards for years. It has dragged on long enough already. No wonder we are criticized about how slow our
standard-setting process is. However, it is not CLIFR’s decision alone. Actually, I am not sure it is clear whose decision
it will be under the new CIA restructuring, but it will either be the Committee on Adoption of Standards of Practice
as it is today, or the new Practice Standards Council. It would be unusual for a standard of practice to be adopted the
same year as the exposure draft comes out, and there are those who think that this document is too “big” to expect
compliance this year-end. I am told that many of you don’t take these things seriously until it becomes an exposure draft.

In any case, the feedback that we get from the membership will influence the decision. There will be a final standard
of practice adopted before the end of the year. The only question is when the effective date will be – December 31, 2000;
January 1, 2001; or later in 2001. Please, tell us what you think.

Ms. Wendy Harrison: I am going to talk about what I will call “CLIFR’s vision” for a planned educational note.

CLIFR has just set up a mortality subcommittee. So far, it consists of Barry Senensky and me. Other participants are being
recruited. The primary objective of the subcommittee is to write an educational note for the selection of the valuation
expected mortality assumption. The project was planned for earlier in the year, but due to work commitments, it is just
getting underway now.

Topics to be addressed are:
• Definitions
• Credibility
• Selective Lapsation
• New Underwriting Techniques
• AIDS
• Joint Coverages
• Differentiation
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Although we eventually want to address the selection of mortality assumptions for more product types, initially, we will
limit the scope to Canadian fully underwritten individual life. Later, we plan to expand the scope to include some other
products, such as guaranteed issue, simplified underwriting, and, possibly, group life and health.

• Definitions
We understand that different actuaries have different views on what “expected mortality” means in the context of the
draft life SOP. Does it mean whatever the pricing actuary thinks should be applied? Or should the VTP 6 methodology
still be applied? The subcommittee would find it helpful to have some indications of any terminology that is not clear.

• Credibility
VTP 6 sets out a simple illustration of credibility calculation and the resulting expected mortality. It is “simple” in the
sense that there is only one block of business and only a single, actual-to-expected (A/E) ratio under consideration.

Members have questioned how to extend this method to more complicated situations. For example, if the actuary wants
to split the data by subcategory, what is the appropriate credibility factor to use? Work is underway to identify a
pragmatic, theoretically correct method of applying credibility in a variety of situations.

• Selective Lapsation
How does the actuary identify how much selective lapse effect is already in the experience data? What if the (healthy)
policyholder does not lapse immediately after the premium increases, but does lapse the policy later? How does one
identify and reflect this delayed reaction? How do you identify that and what do you do about it?

• New Underwriting Techniques
Some examples of reasonably new underwriting techniques include preferred underwriting and lower limits for blood
testing. What should the actuary do when it is reasonable to believe the risk profile is different, and there is little
experience available so far?

• AIDS
Is there still a need for additional AIDS provision? Under what circumstances and how much would be appropriate?

• Joint Coverages
What is the implication of using an equivalent single age for joint coverages?

• Differentiation
What factors should the actuary reflect in the valuation assumption? Both gender and underwriting class are obvious,
but what about volume, duration, and product?

This is a quick summary of some of the topics that we have identified, so far, to review in the context of developing
the educational note.
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The subcommittee does have some longer-term plans beyond the completion of the educational note. We would like to
explore what form of industry data would be most useful to companies. How much detail is needed? The current smoker/
non-smoker splits in the published industry tables are not perfectly useful to the actuary who is valuing a block of
business with multiple risk categories. Can industry data be made available electronically? Would it be more useful to
companies if they could tailor the splits to meet their own needs? How often can industry data be updated? If something
other than the status quo is desired, what do we need to do now to make it happen? We are at the very early stages in
our work, and would appreciate input from you on what should be addressed in this educational note. You can contact
Barry or me at our Yearbook addresses.

Mr. Jacques Tremblay: I will do my best to let you know what we have been doing with respect to equity guidance,
and universal life and equity return. Our goal is to come up with a guidance paper for appointed actuaries. We have
something that is almost ready, so let me share with you what we have so far. Our goal is to have something for the
fall letter of this year to provide guidance for actuaries.

My discussion today will focus on equity-linked GICs – a description of the product, hedging techniques used, pricing,
and valuation considerations. I will also discuss equity-linked universal life – the investment options and valuation
considerations.

Equity-Linked Guidance
All of this started because there has been a proliferation of equity products in the past ten years due to a difference between
the equity returns and the bond returns. Actuaries need to understand the impact of these products on the risk profile
of their companies. Equity brings tail distributions and catastrophe risk. This is not something that we are comfortable
doing on a day-to-day basis, and, therefore, a CLIFR subcommittee was put together consisting of Jason Wiebe, Barry
Cotnam, and me. Simon Curtis, Lesley Thomson, and John Brierley are kind enough to help us out, and Robert
Barenson, as well.

This educational note will address the design, pricing, risk management, and valuation issues associated with insurance
company general fund products with equity-linked investment options. Products covered by this paper will be the equity-
linked guaranteed interest contract (ELGIC – annuity contract) and universal life (UL) with equity-linked investment
options. Investment options can include general fund equity-linked options, as well as mutual funds and segregated
funds. The educational note will focus on the mismatches that could arise between the promises made to the policyholders
and the assets held by the company.

Specifically not covered are stand-alone mutual funds and segregated fund products. The valuation of segregated fund
mortality and maturity guarantees are also beyond the scope of this note, even when they are part of a universal life
product.

What is an equity-linked GIC? Typically, it has the same components as a guaranteed investment contract. You promise
the policyholder that he will get his principal at the end of the term, which could be in five years or three years. You
also promise him that he is going to get a minimum return, which could be 0%, 1%, or 2%. Equity-linked GICs appeal
to risk-averse investors seeking higher returns because you are promising 0%, 1%, or 2%, and you are promising
participation in an equity return.
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Equity-Linked GICs
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The equity-linked component, payable at maturity, is generally of the form shown on the overhead where Index
0
 and

Index
1
 are the equity index values at the start and end of the contract term, respectively. The method employed to calculate

the values Index
1
 and Index

0
 vary by product design in the number of data points that are used in calculating an average

index value.

Typically, if you buy a GIC, you will get a 5% return regardless of what the equities are doing. If you invest in equities
and they are returning 10%, that is what you are going to get. Now, the equity-linked GICs will give you zero if the
equity return is negative, and an 80% participation factor in equity return if the guarantee is higher – say, an ELGIC
with a 2% minimum interest guarantee and a 40% participation factor. That is why it has an appeal for policyholders
out there.

Market conditions and company pricing will determine the slope of the ELGIC payoff patterns when actual equity returns
are greater than the guaranteed minimum interest rate levels. In Option 1, people buy bullet bonds with maturity value
corresponding to the guaranteed maturity value of ELGIC (par accumulated at a minimum guaranteed interest rate). You
buy a call option on the equity index (number of units) for an amount equal to p times the deposit amount. Also, you
could possibly adjust for expected deaths and lapses. For example, you could buy some coupon bonds for a lower par
amount instead, with coupons to fund death and surrender benefits.

With Option 2, you could buy an ELGIC asset wholesale. That is also known as a structured asset. You could possibly
adjust for expected deaths and lapses, but I hear it is more difficult. The company acts as a retail distributor.

Option 3, dynamic hedging, using the “Greeks” – Delta, Gamma, Theta, Rho, etc. – is also known to be very expensive,
and so that is something you would have to consider in your valuation.

Other options, which I am not going to get into today, are:

Option 4 – buying an equity plus a put option with the same payoff as zero, plus a call option (but less efficient for
the minimum continuing capital and surplus requirements)

Option 5 – buying a floating rate note plus equity index futures plus a put option

Option 1 and Option 2 are the most common, however.

“Currency risk” exists if returns on foreign market indices are credited to the policyholder account – the insurer could
be exposed to currency risk. The degree of currency risk depends on whether or not the return credited to the
policyholder and the asset return earned by the insurer are in the same currency. Matching of currencies may be achieved
using a currency swap. If not, the insurer is exposed to currency risk, but I hear that you can match the currency risk
by getting a currency swap to lower the risk.

“Counterparty risk” refers to the risk that a party to a financial transaction will not meet its contractual obligations. Over-
the-counter derivative contracts, such as those typically used in hedging equity-linked liabilities, exhibit greater counterparty
risk than traditional fixed income securities due to the wide range of potential cashflows payable under such contracts.
If the contracts are exchange-traded, there is no counterparty risk.

“Liquidity risk” refers to the inability to buy or sell assets quickly at a fair price. They are more important if continuous
asset rebalancing is needed, as in the case of a dynamic hedging strategy.

“Basis risk” is present when a company holds assets that do not exactly mirror the equity index or indices on which
the liability credited interest rates are based. For example, a company could be holding an equity asset portfolio and
promising a TSE 35 return on its liabilities. Indices, or financial instruments based on such indices, can cease to exist.

Until recently, the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSE) managed TIPS (Toronto Index Participation Securities) and HIPS
(representing the stocks in the TSE 35 and TSE 100 indices, respectively). Then, the TSE introduced a new index –
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the S&P/TSE 60. Soon after, it converted all TIPS and HIPS to new i60 units, representing the stocks in the new S&P/
TSE 60 Index. Several insurers used TIPS to hedge their liabilities linked to the TSE 35. If such liabilities cannot be
amended to now credit interest based on the S&P/TSE 60 Index instead of the TSE 35, hedging will become more
difficult, not to mention more expensive. The management fees for the new i60 units are also higher than for the now
defunct TIPS and HIPS.

“Volatility risk” is risk associated with changes in volatility. Option prices are very sensitive to volatility. A hedging
strategy which requires future purchases of options is exposed to volatility risk, as well. We would like your feedback
on this one. What we are thinking of doing is splitting it into components – the guaranteed component and the equity
component. For the guaranteed component, we would like people to apply CALM (general method of valuation) as
proposed in the draft life SOP, and give consideration to guarantees (0% to 2%), administration expenses, surrenders,
deaths, and current and potential future mismatches that would have regular interest rates. The term of the liability is
to maturity (e.g., five years).

When the product is redeemable, the lapse factor becomes important from a valuation perspective. Not only is the chosen
level of lapse important, but careful consideration of the actual withdrawal benefit is important. If it is simply the
accumulated deposit with guarantee interest, that is easy enough to model. However, the asset no longer matches the
liabilities (excess market risk). If there is some recognition of the cost of exiting the option or, perhaps, providing some
of the market value of the option, there are different aspects to investigate.

With regard to the equity component, if there is no index guarantee risk, you use the market value for the option written.
If there is material risk in the index guarantee, you would have to do a stochastic analysis which should only be applied
to the index guarantee risk, not the full product valuation (e.g., ELGIC backed with equities and no floor protection).

The main consideration that sets equity-linked products apart from other products is the risk that the liability outflows
associated with investment performance will not match the asset inflows. This happens when the actual invested assets
are different from the assets driving the liability outflows.

When you do the risk analysis, there are a few things that you want to keep in mind. If underhedged, the major risk
is that equity returns are high and a hedge will not pay what needs to be credited to the policyholders. If there is too
much direct equity holdings (i.e., without floor protection), the major risk is that equity returns are negative. If well
hedged, the major risk may be that death and surrender benefits exceed the asset market value, and, therefore, policy-
holder behaviour is important.

If equity returns are high and ELGIC is in the money, lapses could be lower than was expected in pricing and hedging.
You may be underhedged. Here, again, policyholder behaviour is important.

Equity-linked universal life has equity components. Ten years ago, you didn’t see any of that, but now, you have equity
index link options and segregated fund investment options. And I have heard that some products even have ELGICs
embedded in the options.

If there are index fund or segregated fund investment options, you need an assumption for equity returns. You will need
assumptions for the dividend income and capital appreciation. If your investments are in equity, they are not subject
to VTP 3. There is little guidance in VTP 11 (“Equity-Linked Universal Life”) right now, and that is why we formed
the subcommittee.

The draft life SOP 7.3.1.2 and 7.3.2.2 provides some guidance and you should seek appropriate expert advice for the
expected assumptions. As mentioned earlier today, the margin for adverse deviations (MfAD) on dividend income is 5%
to 20%. The standard MfAD on rates of capital appreciation is 20% (rather than a range of 5% to 20%). The standard
range for a drop in the value of the investment is 25% to 40% (30% for a diversified North American stock portfolio)
rather than 10% to 40% as in the past.
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Equity-Linked Universal Life

!Draft Life SOP:  Asset Earned Rates

Appreciation 9.50%
Dividend Yield 2.00%

Income Appreciation Asset Drop 5 10 20 40

No MfAD 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 11.5% 11.5% 11.5% 11.5%

Low 5.00% 20.00% 25.00% 3.4% 6.4% 7.9% 8.7%

Mid 12.50% 20.00% 30.00% 1.8% 5.5% 7.4% 8.4%

High 20.00% 20.00% 40.00% -1.4% 3.8% 6.4% 7.8%

Expected Return

Holding Period (in years)MfAD

Equity-Linked Universal Life
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Equity-Linked Universal Life

!Future Asset Mix
Level COI YRT

ALM Strategy Today

65% match fund 100% match fund

35% match DB 0% match DB *

ALM Strategy 2040

50% match fund 100% match fund

50% match DB 0% match DB *
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If you worked out the numbers, this is what it could look like. This is an example where the appreciation rate is 9.5%
and the dividend yield is 2%, and so, if you don’t put in any MfAD and there is no asset drop, you just receive your
11.5% return over time. Now, if you want to hold a medium margin of 12.5% on the 2% dividend yield and a 20%
margin on the appreciation rate of 9.5%, and an asset drop of 30% occurs today, for equities held for 20 years, the average
component rate is 7.4%. If you hold them for longer – for example, 40 years – the component rate is 8.4%.

The valuation of UL with equity-linked options needs assumptions about future asset mix (policyholder versus company
funds). Breaking the reserve into separate components is useful for this exercise. You need, potentially, different
investments for assets to support the fund value and assets to support the present value (PV) of death benefits and
expenses (excess of actuarial liabilities over the fund). What you may find out is that, as of the valuation date of the year-
end 2000 for a level cost of insurance (COI) product, you need 65% of your reserve to match the fund and 35% to match
the death benefit component. In 40 years from now, as the block grows, you will need 50% to match the fund and 50%
to match the death benefit. If you do this for a yearly renewal term (YRT) product, you may find that the YRT charges
are more than enough to pay for the future death benefit and the expense component. You need to be careful in matching
the fund in this particular example.

I have also worked out what you may want to do in a deterministic scenario to look at the asset earning rate and the
credited rate. I have split my reserve 65% for the fund and 35% for the death benefit component, and followed my
investor mix of 60% in equities, 30% in GIA, and 10% in daily interest. I have the same thing for my assets. So, I am
matching what the policyholder fund wants. I will then add up my gross return and my investment expense with a
margin of 50 basis points, assuming my liability credit is credited on the TSE 35 but my assets are in S&P/TSE 60. If
the asset yield drops on the S&P/TSE 60, you may not be able to pass though that loss, one for one, to the policyholders.

Equity-Linked Universal Life

!Asset Earned Rates
Fund/Res  

Ratio Inv. Mix

Gross  

Return

Inv. Exp. 

(b.p.)

MfAD 

(b.p.)

Weighted 

Average

Fund 65.0% Equities 60.0% 8.00% 20.0     50.0   4.38%

Bonds 30.0% 6.80% 15.0     50.0   1.85%

Other 10.0% 2.50% -       -     0.25%

6.48%

DB/EXP 35.0% Equities 50% 8.00% 20.0     50.0   3.65%

Bonds 45% 6.80% 15.0     50.0   2.77%

Other 5% 7.55% 15.0     50.0   0.35%

6.76%

Valuation Rate T1= 0 T2= 10 6.58%

Equity-Linked Universal Life

!Credited Rates

Inv. Option Mix

Gross 

Return Factor

Spread 

(b.p.)

Min. 

Credited

Net 

Credited

Weighted 

Average

Equities 60.0% 8.00% 1.00   250.0   n/a 5 .50% 3.30%

GIA 30.0% 6.80% 0.85   100.0   4.00% 4.78% 1.43%

Daily In terest 10.0% 2.50% 1.00   -       0 .00% 2.50% 0.25%

4.98%

Credited Rate 4.98%
Net Effective  Spread 1.60%
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Other things that we are considering are valuation of UL with an ELGIC option. For instance, do you assume continued
offering of ELGIC when current ELGICs mature? Assuming the product design remains intact (minimum guarantee,
term, averaging), you need at least market interest rates, equity volatility, and an option pricing model or formula (e.g.,
Black Scholes).

Finally, what I would like everyone to remember is that the valuation of equity-linked products is not a new standard.
What we are trying to do is to bridge the gap between VTP 9 and what the Task Force on Segregated Funds is coming
up with, and we will do our best to do that as soon as possible.

Moderator Thomson: Does anyone have any questions? Come to the microphone, please, and state your name.

Mr. John F. Brierley: I have two questions, and one is for Wendy. I didn’t hear about preferred underwriting and the
mortality. Are you planning on doing something there?

Ms. Harrison: I had a slide that referred to preferred underwriting. Maybe I flew through it, but, yes, that is definitely
one of the topics.

Mr. Brierley: Okay, and does it include how it affects the leftover standard underwriting in the standard underwriting
study?

Ms. Harrison: We want to investigate all those issues. Certainly, we don’t have answers now.

Moderator Thomson: One of the reasons for putting this educational note together was the amount of feedback that we
received on the fall letter material last year. So, as Wendy said, it has been longer getting started than we had hoped,
but better late than never.

Mr. Brierley: Good luck. And I have a question for Jacques regarding the MfADs at 25% to 40%, on the capital
appreciation. Do you have any guidance on what the gross capital appreciation level should be? If it is 15%, then the
MfAD is easy to make. Is there a relation to the long-term bond rate, for example?

Moderator Thomson: I will answer that. We received a lot of comments that we had allowed too much flexibility in the
choice of the capital appreciation assumption, and there were those who suggested that we should just prescribe 5% –
the ultimate reinvestment rate (URR) from VTP 3 – or that we should link it to the bond rate. We talked about it quite
a bit, and we decided that we really hate prescribing assumptions like that unless we really have to. So, we decided not
to do it for this round. However, we are going to take a look at the survey of valuation practices, and if it shows us
that actuaries are using a very wide range of assumptions, we are going to have to revisit the issue of prescribing that
return.

Mr. Brierley: Well, it might be an issue for peer review then.

Mr. Robert W. Wilson: I have to say that I am extremely disappointed in the approach being taken with regard to stocks
backing liabilities, particularly if they are in a long-term universal life or a unit-linked type of policy. What is going
to happen with such draconian levels is that you are going to penalise the companies that have a rational approach to
setting what they expect their gross returns to be compared to those who are, shall we say, irrational. With the 30%
assumed drop combined with a 40% possible reduction in, say, a 10% growth assumption (which might be appropriate
given the long term), you are going to end up where people who are doing work on a long-term liability would be
better off investing in Government of Canada bonds because of the income effect it is going to have. And, as somebody
pointed out this morning with regard to capital requirements on common stock backing par (I believe it was you, Lesley),
certain companies have gone entirely out of backing up liabilities of par business with common stock. This is not in
the policyholder’s best interests over the long period. You are just compounding the problem.
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Moderator Thomson: The impact of policyholder pass-throughs may not have been clear. If it is universal life, for
instance, where the credited rate is linked to the rates earned on assets, any reduction in asset values would lead to a
corresponding reduction in liability-credited rates.

Your point is very well taken when it comes to fixed liabilities, and the issue there comes back to the point that was
made earlier: What is your starting point for your capital appreciation assumption? If you assume the midpoint of a 30%
drop and a capital appreciation MfAD of 20%, that works out about right. In CLIFR’s testing, if you started with a
combination of capital appreciation and dividend yield of about 10% to 11%, and you stretch it from 9% to12%, it is
not too bad. So, if your best-estimate equity return – and by that I mean your total return – is in the neighbourhood
of 10% or 11%, the results of applying that MfAD are not too bad. But if you start off lower than that, it will be.

That was the input we had from actuaries and kind of the range of what they were using. It is also consistent with the
calibration of the Segregated Fund Task Force, which used historical TSE data. That suggested historical average TSE
total returns in the neighbourhood of 11. That is a little bit of background on how we verified those numbers. Our intent
is not to be draconian, okay?

Mr. Wilson: You have it. Sorry, but it is true. You put 15% capital on top, and you are basically putting people out
of business.

Moderator Thomson: Unfortunately, we don’t have any say in the capital requirements.

Mr. Wilson: No, but you don’t have to compound stupidity with increased stupidity.

Mr. Richard F. Labelle: I guess my view is that by not prescribing an equity return, you are basically throwing VTP
3 out because all you have to do is assume that all of the future cash flows are going to be in equities. So, if you don’t
believe in prescribing equity returns, why prescribe the long-term bond rate?

Moderator Thomson: Thank you, Richard. I mean, that is a very valid point. CLIFR does not want to be in the business
of encouraging companies to make investments one way or the other to arbitrage liabilities. At the same time, we really
don’t want to prescribe where we don’t have to prescribe. We are trying to ensure that the range of actuarial practice
is not overly wide, but we don’t want to force everyone to do the same thing – unless we really have to. We recognise
that this is difficult. As you just heard, the speaker before Richard Labelle, Bob Wilson, just said that we were forcing
companies not to invest in equities at all, and Richard Labelle just said we are making sure companies invest in nothing
but equities.

Mr. Wilson: The standards say that you assume the drop at the worse point. So, if you take all of your cash flows and
invest them for the next 20 years in equities, and then assume that the market drops 30%….

Moderator Thomson: Again, we are playing a balancing act here. If there is a general consensus among actuaries that
we should be fixing the assumption, we will do it. There is no question about it. But our impression is that you don’t
like it when we do that. Tell us, please.

Mr. Brierley: Can we take a straw poll?

Moderator Thomson: Okay, how many people would rather leave it up to the actuary? The straw poll is that we leave
it up to the actuary’s judgment with fairly stiff margins for adverse deviation versus actually prescribing the assumption
– the expected and the MfAD. Where everyone uses the same thing; there is no choice. Okay? Option A is that we leave
it up to the actuary’s judgment.

Mr. Wilson: Does it apply to fixed income as well?

Moderator Thomson: No, it is equity assets backing fixed liabilities. That is a good point. I should have made that clear.
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Mr. Labelle: Well, what is the difference – stock or bond?

Mr. Brierley: There is a question of whether the liability is also fixed or variable.

Moderator Thomson: Yes, the liability cash flows are guaranteed or fixed.

Unidentified Speaker: That was not in the presentation that Jacques made.

Moderator Thomson: That is right – it was not. But the presentation that Jacques made was to take the guidance that
was in the draft CSOP and apply it to policies with pass throughs. Maybe Jacques’ presentation didn’t make it clear,
but there is every intention that, if the assets and liabilities move together, the actuary would assume they move together
in the valuation. You don’t have to assume that one is going to increase and the other is going to decrease.

Mr. Wilson: If you are looking at universal life, then the MfAD has a very large impact on the management fees, and
you do not want to be in a position where we are out at the extreme end where everything is going to be done at 80%
CTE (conditional tail expectations) level. It is only appropriate for catastrophic risk such as maturity guarantees. It isn’t
appropriate if you are valuing straight universal life that happens to be invested in TIPS.

Moderator Thomson: Okay, that is fair enough. That is a slightly different issue.

I would like to go back to the straw poll now. I am talking about equity assets backing fixed income liabilities, like T-
100. Do you want us to leave it up to the actuary – the assumption of equity returns with fairly stiff margins for adverse
deviation – or do you want us to tell you what assumption to use? For “leave it up to the actuary,” can I see a show
of hands? Okay. We decide? A few more voted for the first option, but it is not definitive by any means.

Mr. Brierley: The point is that if you use VTP 3 for bonds, why would you leave it up to judgment on equities?

Moderator Thomson: We don’t have VTP 3 on bonds. What we have is scenario-testing, and you test a wide range of
possible movements and you pick something that is reasonably conservative. On equities backing fixed income liabilities,
you don’t need to do scenario-testing to tell you what is bad. You know that if equity returns are going down, that is
what hurts you. That is not necessarily true if you have pass-throughs. If you do have policyholder pass-throughs, you
can get strange situations where you are at risk if equities are going up. But our goal is to limit the complicated stochastic
or scenario-testing to situations where you actually need it to understand your risk.

Mr. Kamran Quavi: I have a question for Jacques. I might have missed something but you said that, for equity-linked
GICs, the proposed valuation method on that product is split between guaranteed and the equity-linked. For the
guaranteed portion, the valuation should be the way it is done these days, and for the equity-linked, if it is fully hedged,
then the reserve should be equal to the market value of the hedges. Am I right? My question is that it appears to be
a little bit inconsistent with the valuation of other products in the sense that, typically, the hedge will be an option or
a swap. If it is valued at market, then we are essentially assuming that the actuary’s valuation assumption is the market’s
pricing assumption. In a lot of cases, we have market information available for assets backing liabilities. So, why not have
the market assumptions as the valuation assumptions in all cases? Why is it just one case?

Mr. Tremblay: I don’t have a perfect answer for that.

Moderator Thomson: I think the point is that the value of the liabilities should be the statement value of the assets backing
them. For the types of hedges that Jacques was talking about, the statement value is equal to the market value. So, if
you know that the cash flows associated with those assets are exactly matching the liability cash flows, you have to set
the value of the liabilities equal to the statement value of those particular assets.

Mr. Quavi: But there is no PfAD on the market value of these.

Moderator Thomson: Yes, it would have to make provision for any counterparty risk or credit risk – for sure, definitely.
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Mr. Brierley: I just want to make my point clear because it is exactly what Richard is saying, and I want to make sure
it gets across. In the SOP, there is something that looks a whole lot like VTP 3 interest rate as a minimum required
scenario. That becomes completely destroyed if you allow equities to have no 5% or no fixed percent long-term rate of
return. If you end up with an equity assumption of 12%, and, yeah, you could take off your 30% and your 20% margin
on dividends, and you might end up with a long-term effective rate of something like 7% or 8%. How can you allow
that on a fixed, guaranteed T-100 type of policy? It is completely circumventing the entire process.

Moderator Thomson: Well, it doesn’t have anything to do with the liability. The point is whether the estimation of asset
cash flow is reasonable.

Mr. Brierley: But what you don’t want to have is someone doing a 5% assumption and someone else doing an 8%
assumption for the same asset.

Moderator Thomson: I agree. That is the most difficult part of this.

Mr. Brierley: And that is why you need prescription.

Moderator Thomson: Okay, I take your point. I think it is a good one. I don’t know that we would prescribe it at 5%,
though.

Mr. Brierley: Prescribe it at whatever you need to prescribe it at, but don’t let us have the variation.

Moderator Thomson: No, I agree. It is a strong candidate for prescription. We are just loath to do that for various reasons.
But I don’t think it is necessarily related to the point that it might be okay to assume equity returns are different than
future bond returns.

Mr. Brierley: That is fine.

Moderator Thomson: We are trying to give guidance for asset cash flows. But I do take your strong viewpoint that we
should prescribe the assumption for future equity returns.

Mr. Allan Brender: This is strictly a non-governmental question – it is intellectual curiosity. First of all, Jacques had slides
that said something about risk elements. The kind of thing that we have heard sometimes about the seg fund stuff is,
why not take care of a lot of this in dynamic capital adequacy testing (DCAT), and so on? I didn’t understand what
the role of that slide was, and where all those risk elements were coming from. You just might want to think about
whether there is a role for DCAT, and what all that stuff is about.

My second question is, how does a lot of this stuff vary from what the seg fund task force is saying – that the only way
to handle anything about equities is to look at stochastic stuff? If we are doing that for seg funds anyhow, and we are
going to develop this for seg funds, it is the same stuff. So, why are we not thinking in these terms? It is the same kind
of question. You have these variable assets and you have some kind of fixed guarantee of one kind or another. Seg funds
are not inherently different from that. I don’t understand why we are dipping our toe in that water for seg funds because
somehow we have to, and we are staying away from it for everything else.

Moderator Thomson: It is because there is a difference. The thing that distinguishes seg fund guarantees and makes the
normal valuation methods not work and makes it necessary to do stochastic testing is the skewed distribution of costs.
All stochastic modelling does is give you an idea of the total distribution of costs. The shape of the distribution of seg
fund costs is very skewed. That type of distribution doesn’t lend itself easily to valuation under the normal methods of
valuation. It really is irrelevant that this risk is related to equity returns. The important fact is not that it is equity returns
driving the risk; it is that the cost distribution is skewed.

So, again, we want to restrict requiring the complications of stochastic modelling to those situations where it’s needed.
In the vast majority of situations where you have a normal cost distribution, you know that if you take your best-estimate
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assumption and you add a margin for adverse deviation, and you calculate the cost under that assumption, you will get
a reasonably good liability. That can also be done using stochastic techniques, but you can get there a lot more simply
and with fewer practical difficulties by doing it the old-fashioned way.

We have stated in the past that we don’t think it is the time to ask the actuarial profession to do stochastic modelling
on all assumptions to get a complete distribution of the loss reserve. That might have a very good theoretical foundation,
and if any of you out there are doing it, more power to you. But CLIFR doesn’t feel right imposing that on you now.
We are trying to keep the situations where you have to do the complex stuff to the bare minimum.

I hope that helps. We are on your side. We have to do this, too, you know.

Mr. Brierley: I’m back! This is a different one. As an appointed actuary who, from time to time, has to deal with the
president who looks at my appointed actuary’s report and sees the amount of provision for adverse deviation disclosed,
if I have an excessive provision for adverse deviation in a particular area, the president says, “I want some of that now.”

Moderator Thomson: You don’t have an excessive provision for adverse deviations anywhere. You are the appointed
actuary. You signed that it was appropriate.

Mr. Brierley: It is not excessive to have a 30% drop in the equity assumption?

Moderator Thomson: Oh, you are suggesting that the drop in the equity assumption is excessive.

Mr. Brierley: If you make that part of the expected assumption instead of the PfAD, it doesn’t look so huge.

Moderator Thomson: Oh, no, we really don’t like doing that. We don’t like hiding margins for adverse deviation in the
expected. That is going to be resisted.

Mr. Brierley: Well, in that case, you have to be really careful about looking at the reason for having the margin in the
first place. It can’t be excessive, and from what I hear, it looks like it is going to be excessive. I don’t want to have to
explain why it looks so big.

Moderator Thomson: I agree. Okay, that is fair enough.

We have run a little over time. Please fill in your session evaluation forms, and, if any of you have any follow-up
questions, feel free to contact us. We are always here.


